Drill Hole Logging

- Real time data validation.
- Increase your productivity.
- Permanent updated and centralized information.
- Customize your data visualization.
- Check your geological section at any time.
- Handle logging control samples.
- Integrate drillhole photo into logging environment.
- Calculate complex index like GSI, RMR, Visual assay, average value, etc.
- All the historical information available.
- Print your logging sheets in graphical mode.
- Full customized export data to most used industry formats.

**GVMapper** is a software for geological data capture. Was designed to be adapted to any data capture environment, for mining production or exploration. It can be used to create, modify and display surface maps, drillholes, underground maps and open pit maps, instantly validating the information captured by the geologist. All the capture modules are integrated into a single database, allowing interaction of various dataset issued by different working groups in an easy and quickly way.